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Abstract
Due to theStandards for Foreign Language Learning in the 21st Century created by
the Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL),culture in the classroom has
become an increasing concern to foreign language educators. Culture is defined as the
physical manifestations, behaviors, actions, and thoughts of a certain group of people. To
completely understand a foreign language culture needs to be incorporated in the
curriculum because it provides context and meaning for the students. In order to achieve
communicative learning, which is the bases of ACTFL'smission, authentic materials and a
solid framework must be provided to students. By understanding the difficulties some
educators have teaching culture, these problems and obstacles can be avoided in the future.
Following all research I give my thoughts and suggestions as a future foreign language
educator on teaching realistic and appropriate ways to teach culture in the classroom
based on ACTFL. Provided at the end of the written work are rnultipls lesson plans on
Spanish culture I would use in my future classroom. Along with each lesson plan the
materials, such as PowerPoints, worksheets, audiovisual and internet recourses are
attached as well.
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Introduction
"Culture should be our message to students and language our medium.
Deborah Peck

II

Today foreign language learning is one of the most discussed topics of American
education. National standards, teaching methods, content focus, and best practices ideals
have been changing constantly over the past fifty years in all areas of foreign language
learning. Although great leaps have been made, the cultural aspect of many foreign
language classrooms' curriculum is still not up to par. The lack of culture education in
these classrooms is very peculiar because "foreign language learning is foreign culture
learning, and, in one form or another, culture has, even implicitly, been taught in the
foreign language classroom - iffor different reasons" (Thanasoulas). Foreign culture is
intertwined in foreign language, so naturally it would be part of the national and state
standards of foreign language education.
Based on the direction Foreign Language education is, it is crucial to give culture its
due time in the classroom; especially with the emergence of the Standards for Foreign
Language Learning in the 21st Century created by

Figure 1:

the Council on the Teaching of Foreign
,

Languages (ACTFL). The five C's (Figure 1),
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"interconnect to suggest the richness of human
language; no one goal can be separated from the
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other, nor is anyone goal more important than another" (Shrum&Glisan 52). Due to this
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new understanding of foreign language learning, "culture in language learning is not an
expendable fifth skill, tacked on, so to speak, to the teaching or speaking, listening, reading,
and writing" (Kramsch, "Context and Culture" 1). With culture viewed as an equal part of
curriculum many teachers and educators are trying to add more cultural information and
materials into their existing lessons.
Along with this new push for cultural understanding in the classroom another goal
foreign language education is "communicative competence" defined as the "the ability to
function in a communicative setting by using not only grammatical knowledge but also
gestures and intonation, strategies for making oneself understood, and risk-taking in
attempting communication" (Shrum&Glisan 13). Although communicative competence
applies to all characteristics of foreign language learning many teachers are not adopting
this approach while teaching about culture. instead are teaching culture as static
information, a launching pad for other information, or 'interesting facts.' If the main idea
behind communicative competence and learning is to focus on meaning rather than form,
"we cannot go about teaching a foreign language without at least offering some insight into
its speakers' culture. By the same token, we cannot go about fostering 'communicative
competence' without taking into account the different views and perspectives of people in
different cultures which my enhance or even inhibit communication" (Thanasoulas)
because it will foster cultural misunderstandings and confusion as Robert Politzer asserts,
"if we teach language without teaching at the same time the culture in which it operates, we
are teaching meaningless symbols or symbols to which the students attaches the wrong
meaning ..." (Thanasoulas).
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Within this Honor's Capstone I will define culture; discuss why it needs to be taught
separately, explain its importance to students, show a framework for teaching
culture,define what is "authentic," what constitutes "authentic" materials, and how to use
"authentic" materials, review the difficulties of teaching culture, and offer suggestions to
incorporate culture into the classroom which comply with ACTFLstandards and the
Communicative Learning methods. In addition to the research section of my Capstone I
will also create example culture lesson plans to use in a high school Spanish classroom.
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Definition and Importance of TeachinK of Culture
In order to fully understand why there has been such change and controversy over
culture in the foreign language classroom, it is crucial to define what constitutes culture.
The Oxford Dictionaries online defines Culture as "the arts and other manifestations of
human intellectual achievement regarded collectively or;Biology the cultivation of bacteria,
tissue cells, etc., in an artificial medium containing nutrients." However, as made obvious
by the definition itself, this is not the definition foreign language teachers' use in the
classroom.According to Peck,
"culture is all the accepted and patterned ways of behavior of a
given people. It is that facet of human life learned by people as
a result of belonging to some particular group; it is that part of
learned behavior shared with others. Not only does this
concept include a group's way of thinking, feeling, and acting,
but also the internalized patterns for doing certain things in
certain ways, not just the doing of them. This concept of culture
also includes the physical manifestations of a group as
exhibited in their achievements and contributions to
civilization. Culture is our social legacy as contrasted with our
organic heredity. It regulates our lives at every turn."
This definition encompasses the foreign language classroom use of culture because it
highlights its multiple layers. Students do not define culture as solely the to "highbrow" of
"art, literature, music, and the like" (Thanasoulas), nor as just the biological manifestations
of humans as suggested by the Oxford Dictionaries online, but most importantly as "that
which is internal and hidden ..., but which governs the behavior they encounter"
(Thanasoulas). Therefore, the common definition of culture that will be used throughout
this Capstone is a mixture of the Oxford Dictionaries online and Peck definitions; culture is
the physical manifestations, behaviors, actions, and thoughts of a certain group of people.
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This established idea of what comprises culture, why culture,begs the question of
why it must be taught. Historically culture was taught through the literature and art of the
target culture. Yet, using this method leaves students unable to completely grasp the
deeper, internal meaning of the society's culture. Students were being exposed to the
social, political, and economic framework of a culture but they did not have the means to
understand the information presented in these mediums. An example of teaching culture
through literature and art would be like giving students a large jigsaw puzzle box with just
the class time to put as much of it together as possible. At the end of class the students
would have to explain the final picture from whatever parts they assembled. Since the
students do not know what the final picture is, they would have to make up parts they did
not complete and make assumptions about the parts they did not understand (Taylor 42).
As the understanding of foreign language learning evolved through time, teachers and
educators came to the conclusion that language learning is culture learning, as expressed in
the previous section. However, this understanding brings about the question, why is there
a need for specific focus on culture if it interlaced within language? According to M.
Lessard-Cluston and M. Nemni there are three reasons why time in the foreign language
classroom needs to be devoted specifically to culture. Although culture isindirectly
connected to language "to believe that whoever is learning the foreign language is also
learning the cultural knowledge and skills required to be a competent foreign language
speaker denies the complexity of culture, language learning, and communication;" learning
about culture separately breaks down stereotypes and avoids misunderstandings;

and

students will be able to take control of their learning by evaluating and questioning the
wider context (Thanasoulas).
7

The most critical part of this section is to understand why teaching culture is so
important and what a positive effect it has on students. "Our fundamental goal as language
professionals is to expand and enrich the lives of our students and the society in which they
live," (Shanahan 171) and teaching culture encourages "cultural awareness" or
"multicultural understanding." Through culture, students are challengeded to view, learn,
and analyze material from a different perspective than their own. By making these ACTFL
connections and comparisons of the target foreign language culture to their own culture,
breaking down stereotypes is not just realizing that people are not the way one thought
they were, or that deep down 'we are all the same.' Understanding that we are irreducibly
unique and different, and that I could have been you, you could have been me, given
different circumstances- in other words, that the stranger, is in us (Kramsch "Cultural
Component" 3). Along with cultural awareness, students' higher level learning skills, like
critical thinking, are being expanded.
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"Authentic" Culture Learnin&
Besides the ACTFLStandards for Foreign Language Learning in the 21st Century and
the materialization of communicative learning, the "authentic" material in the classroom
has become another large component of foreign language education. Even though it would
seem easy to understand what "authentic" materials are, many teachers are using
unauthentic materials in the classroom all the time. As indicated by the Oxford Dictionaries
online, authentic cam be defined as, "of undisputed origin, genuine; made or done in the
traditional or original way, or in a way that faithfully resembles an original; based on facts;
accurate or reliable; and (in existentialist philosophy) relating to or denoting an
emotionally appropriate, significant, purposive, and responsible mode of human life."
Taking this definition a step further in the foreign language classroom Shrum&Glisan
explain that "authentic" materials are" ...produced by members of a language and culture
group for members of the same language and culture group" (85).
However, as stated above, many teachers are unknowingly using unauthentic
materials in their classrooms instead of authentic ones. In many foreign language
textbooks and texts provided to the teachers contain scripted or prepared information
recorded by speakers of the target language in the forms of videotapes, video clips, and
audio recordings. Although these materials may be spoken or acted out by the people of
the target language and culture, they are not necessarily "authentic." The information
given in these materials is not how a person ofthe target language/culture would act,
speak, or think in a genuine situation; and according to the definition, in order to be
considered authentic a material must to be produced by the group and for members of that
respective group. Some examples of "authentic" materials are "realia, magazine and
9

newspaper articles, literary excerpts, poems, audio recordings, videotapes, satellite
broadcasts, radio programs, and so forth" (Shrum&Glisan 85).
Nevertheless, having these materials in the classroom and using them as
supplemental materials or a jumping off point to introduce other information is not
sufficient. In order to use "authentic" materials to facilitate cultural understanding the
students need to use the material in an authentic manner. An example of using "authentic"
materials ineffectively is using a "German menu as a cultural piece of realia, but if used in
the classroom to practice reading prices or to learn the endings of adjectives, it is not used
in the way the restaurant management had intended, nor the way native customers do
when they go to that restaurant" (Kramsch, "Context and Culture" 178).
To truly teach students culture "authentic" materials need to be used in the intended
way or students will just be exposed to the culture, but never really understand the
meaning, this is in opposition with the theory of communicative learning.According to V.B.
Galloway the way to teach using "authentic" materials is by creating cultural understanding
that takes students through "the process of exploration and discovery" (Hadley 384). This
process is comprised of four different stages; Stage I, Thinking; Stage II, Looking; Stage III,
Learning; and Stage IV,Integrating.

Through the Thinking stage, students will use the

material and think of how to connect it to their own culture and understanding.

In the

Looking stage students will examine the material through various forms of investigation in

an attempt to confirm the ideas generated in the first stage. Then in the Learning stage
students will use cross-cultural contrasts to form ideas about the target culture rooted in
the information provided by the material. Finally, in the Integrating stage students will
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combine other knowledge they have aboutthe target culture on similar topics to begin to
understand the framework of the culture (Hadley 384).
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Framework for Teaching Culture
The framework of any culture is a complex system and there are many levels to
every system. Daniel Shanahan describes different languages and their cultures as
different planets with respective gravitational pull and students as space travelers. If
planet A is students' native language and culture and Planet B is the target language and
culture,
The gravitational pull of the home planet, A, is one of the many
affective resistances that make "liftoff' and "planet escape"
difficult. However, as the motion of the tides on the earth
demonstrates, other planetary bodies exert their gravitational
influence even before a space traveler embarks, and that
influence will draw the traveler towards Planet B from the
outset, with increasing force as the final destination is neared ...
Space travelers' encounters with new worlds are made with
the equipment that the travelers bring with them, and new
worlds may require interpretive tools that not only measure
differently, but also measure things heretofore
unmeasuredable" (168).
Since culture has become its own area within the foreign language, teachers have not been
explained a framework of culture to use. In order for students to be successful in the
foreign language classroom teachers must know what constitutes the culture's framework
so all of its aspects can be explored and understood.
According to Brooks there is a five part definition of the framework of culture;
"Culture 1: Biological growth; Culture 2: Personal refinement; Culture 3: Literature and the
fine arts; Culture 4: Patterns of living; Culture 5: The sum total of a way of life" (Hadley
362). While excludingCulture 1: Biological growth because foreign language education
does not include the scientific aspect of culture, theseother fourparts encompass the
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'highbrow,' literature and the fine arts, and the 'lowbrow,' internal and common/daily, of
culture. Following this framework, Brooks explains that teachers should stress Culture 4 in
their classrooms first. By emphasizing patterns of living first, students are able to ease into
the new target culture and will have a stronger base to compare and connect. Then once
Culture 4 has been introduced, some of the related characteristics of Culture 3 and Culture
5 can be added as students understanding of curriculum increases. Along with his
framework of culture, Brooks lists suggested topics of culture from 'highbrow' to 'lowbrow'
which can be found in Table l(the full list and its explanations can be found on 90-95).
Table L:
2. Morphology
of Personal
Exchange

3. Respect

4. Verbal
Taboos

5. Folklore

6. Festivals

7. Holidays

8. Games

9. Music

10. Observance
ofSundav

11. Personal
Possessions
16. Radio and
Television
programs

12. Medicine
and Doctors

13. Invitations
and Dates

14. Traffic

15. Sports

17. Books

18. Learning in
School

19. Cafes, Bars,
and Restaurants

20. Vacation
and Resort
Areas

1. Patterns of
Politeness

Similar to the need to know what material to teach in a cultural framework, it is also
detrimental for teachers to know how to teach the framework using skills that will
encouragecultural understanding.

Given that cultural understanding is based on

connections and comparisons students make from their own culture to the target culture
the process of learning must prompt these behaviors. V. B. Galloway states that there are
four primary categories of understanding that need to be taught by teachers which
areConvention" that help students recognize and understand how people in a given culture
typically behave in common, everyday situations;" Connotation "deals with the many
culturally significant meanings that are associated with words;" Conditioning "explains
13

people act in a manner consistent with their cultural frame of reference, and that all people
responds in culturally conditioned ways to basic human need;" and Comprehension "pays
attention to the source of one's information, examining one's stereotypes, avoiding
overgeneralizations, and learning about ways to resolve conflicts through experiencebased simulation" (Hadley 368-371). Teaching the cultural framework through these
categories allows a natural development of understanding to take place from lower order
processes to higher order processes. When teaching a foreign culture, teachers firstneed to
help students recognize the 'normal' behavior of a culture and the manner in which that
group comprehends meanings. Then, once these are realized, teachers can lead students to
analyze the stereotypes and generalizations of a people and their culture.
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Difficulties of Teachin~ Culture
As easily viewed from the sections preceding culture is an extremely complicated concept to
define, let alone understand and teach. Due to this face many teachers are not teaching it in classes,
not because they feel culture is an unimportant aspect of foreign language education, but because
they are having difficulties teaching it.These difficulties can arise from many different problems and
concerns, not just because culture is complicated.
One of the post outstanding reasons why teachers find it hard to teach culture is because in
the past teachers were not taught how to teach culture as part of their curriculum. Traditionally
foreign language education was focused on grammar/translation,

oral, and written proficiency.

Centering on these features of foreign language meant many teachers did not talk about or discuss
much culture because it was not deemed as significant. Since culture has just been starting to gain
importance in the classroom over the last twenty years, older teachers do not know how to teach
culture as its own entity in the curriculum. Newer teachers are starting to be educated on how to
teach culture when they are completing their certificates in college. In order to get older teachers
educated in these new national standards of foreign language it is crucial that teachers continue to
take courses at the university level as well as attend various workshops.
Similar to not being educated on how to teach culture, many teachers feel they do not have
time to teach it because of all the other requirements placed on them by the multiple state and
national standards. Hadley expresses that "often teachers content themselves with the thought that
students will be exposed to cultural materials later after they have mastered the basic grammar and
vocabulary of the language" (357-358). However, this mentality should not be the norm of foreign
language teachers. To understand the language students need to understand the context in with
the language resides, which is the culture of the group that speaks that language. If teachers are
feeling overwhelmed by all the requirements, they can begin to integrate culture into the other
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requirements they are teaching instead of skipping over it completely. At least by adding culture in
all the other aspects of their curriculum students will begin to be exposed and their teachers will
begin to figure out how to teach culture in a way they comply to the new standards.
A common fear among older and newer teachers when teaching culture is "they fear that
they don't know enough about it" (Hadley 358). Culture is constantly changing and so is they
information that is current. If when teaching history teachers feel they do not know enough about
it there is plenty of information that can be found through various mediums. Likewise in order to
stay up to date on current cultural news foreign language teachers can read online information
about the target culture as well as join social networks like Livemocha to stay in contact with
people of that culture. Seelye "maintains that even if teachers' own knowledge is quite limited,
their proper role is not to impart facts, but to help students attain the skills that are necessary to
make sense out of the facts they themselves discover in their study of the target language"
(Hadley358). Since culture is so complex it is impossible to know everything about it, but that does
not make teacher incompetent to teach and the teachers' role in the classroom is to guide students
through their learning process, not just give them the information statically.

16

How to Incorporate Culture in the Classroom: Complyin&
with ACTFLand Communicative Learnin&
Based on all of my research andpersonal experiences as future educator I have a few
thoughts and suggestions on teaching culture in the foreign language classroom.
Many of the academic journals and book authors propose that in order to teach
culture properly these lessons should be taught separately from other content within the
class. However, I do not feel this approach is realistic based on the educational
requirements placed on schools today. Similarly, I also feel teaching culture separately
from language learning in the class does not showcase the best teaching practices. Having
the ability to teach culture and relate it to other information, such as grammar, is another
way to create connections within the language. I believe having one or two completely
separate culture lessons per textbook chapter are important to ensure comprehension.
But, the most beneficial method of teaching culture is to intertwine cultural information
within every lesson. Even though this approach may not be possible all the time, exposing
students regularly to culture rather than sporadically implanting it into established lesson
plans will provide a sound foundation for learning all aspects of a language. By increasing
students' exposure to various components of culture, connections will be more solidified,
allowing greater depths of understanding.
A great way to establish constant connections with culture in the classroom are
through the use of opening and closure activities. The primary goal of a bell ringer activity
is to get the students thinking in the target language right at the beginning of the class. An
example of a bell ringer activity for a classroom would be using a short but interesting
video clip or news article in the target language. BBCMundo is a great source for reliable
17

authentic Spanish news articles and clips. Even Youtube can be used for more lowbrow
examples of cultural connections. This activity incorporates authentic materials into the
daily lesson plan. By starting class with an activity with audiovisual components, students
are mentally stimulated and prepared for higher level thinking later in class.
Incorporating culture into thematic units is another way to help students develop
greater understanding of the target language. It is important to prevent students from
using their common equivalents in place of the correct target language attributes. With an
example of a Spanish thematic unit about restaurants it would be important for the teacher
to not allow students to use American foods for projects and skits. By stressing the use of
Spanish foods and explaining what the foods students are, they are being exposed to
culture and creating connections between them without having culture monopolize the
entirety of the lesson. Tying culture into thematic units allows for other parts of the target
language to be taught at the same time creating meaning and context.
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Summary
"By the very act of talking, we assume social and cultural roles, which are so
deeply entrenched in our thought processes as to go unnoticed.
II

DimitriosThanasoulas

Incorporating culture into foreign language curriculum is crucial for students to
fully understand the language. The methods through which educators teach culture have
changed tremendously over the past seventy years, making huge leaps and bounds within
the last thirty. Now, instead of assuming students learn culture through the literature read
and discussed in class, culture is its own respective element in the Standards for Foreign
Language Learning in the 21st Century according to ACTFL. Practical applications of

teaching culture include short daily activities that offer familiarity "as to provide them
[students] with the opportunity to act out being a member of the target culture"
(Thanasoulas). Educating future teachers with a common understanding of the definition
of culture is detrimental to avoiding some of the difficulties of teaching such a subjective
and ambiguous topic. In order to successfully teach culture in the foreign language
classroom, it is important to integrate authentic materials and have a solid framework.
However, the most important aspect of teaching culture in the foreign language
classroom in to understand that culture can be taught almost every day. Many educators
believe they need to have a fifty minute lesson to explain culture to their students. Even
though that may be true for some of the more complex characteristics, it is not true for all.
Any cultural information in the foreign language lesson plan is better than none because of
the meaning and context it provides for the rest of the language.
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In conclusion, the following pages are potential cultural lesson plans that I would
use in my Spanish classroom as separate lessons. All of the lessons are based on the ACTFL
standards and communicative learning methods which were explained and discussed in
the proceeding research. Within each lesson I will also include the material I would use to
teach the information to the students.
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Cultural Lesson Plans
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Lesson Plan -1
I. Preliminary Information
Name: Amy Renguso
Lesson Title and Topic: Rites of Passage / La Quinceafiera
Subject Area: Spanish
Length of Lesson: 50 minutes

1. Student Population: Spanish I, high school students (possibly freshmen to seniors), and
little to no Spanish knowledge.
2. Materials and Resources Needed: Computer, overhead, internet, PowerPoint, dress,
pictures, doll, heels, flats, scepter, tiara, worksheets (provided by teacher), paper, and
writing utensils
3. National/State
ACTFL:
-

Standards (ACTFL/ ISBE)addressed:

Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding ofthe relationship
between the practices and perspectives of the culture studied
Standard 3.2: Students acquire information and recognize the distinctive
viewpoints that are only available through the foreign language and its cultures
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding ofthe concept of culture
through comparisons of the cultures studied and their own.
Standard 5.1: Students use the language both within and beyond the school
setting

ISBE:
28.C.2b: Decode new vocabulary using contextual clues and drawing on words
and phrases from prior lessons.
-

29.A.3: Demonstrate selected customs, manners and traditions in societies
associated with the target language.

30.A.2d: Use the target language to participate in and/or describe games,
dances and sports.
4. Goals and Objectives: Students will be able to ...
Define "rites of Passage"
-

Understand why Quinceafieras are "rites of passage"
Know Quinceafiera vocabulary and understand its significance
23

Complete a venn diagram connecting and comparing Quinceafieras to American
"rites of passage"

II. Lesson Activities and Procedures
5. Preparation / Warm-up Activity (6 minutes)
a. I will ask the students to think of some "rites of passage" that they know of in the
United States individually and have them write it down on a piece of paper.
b. Once the students have written down their ideas on their sheets of paper have
tell them to talk to the student next to them and discuss what ideas they wrote.
c. After discussing with a partner I will ask the students to share with me what they
have written and I will write it on the white board.
6. Presentation / Practice (39 minutes)
a. Understanding "Rites of Passage"
_ Based on the list of "rites of passage" written on the board from the
students, ask them why they chose these things as "rites of passage" and have
a short discussion with the class as a whole from the responses.
_ After you have discussed with the class why they chose what they chose,
ask what defines a "rite of passage?"
_ Allow the students to turn to a neighbor and come up with a definition
together.
_ Then ask 3-4 students what their definition is and con up with a definition
of "rites of passage" as a class.
b. Introduce La Quinceafiera
_ Explain that many Spanish speaking countries also have "rites of passage"
too, and one specific example is La Quinceafiera.
- Pass out the SQA(a.k.a. KWL)worksheet to every student.
_ Ask the students to individually fill out the Sand Q sections (what they
know and what they want to know).
c. TPR Quinceafiera vocabulary
- The teaher will pass out a vocabulary list with Quinceafiera terminology to
every student.
_ The teacher will be dressed up in a nice dress and pretend to be a
Quinceafiera girl.
_ The teacher will use different props and pictures to teach the vocabulary to
the students.
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_ The teacher will point to the prop or hold up the picture and say the word
in Spanish while doing a motion to indicate the vocabulary word and the
students just watch and mimic the motions.
_ After practicing check for comprehension but just saying the vocabulary
words and have the students do the motions.
_ After checking for comprehension the teacher should be just doing the
motions with the props and pictures while the students say the
corresponding vocabulary words out loud.
d. Go over Quinceafiera PowerPoint
_ Have the students take out a notebook and a writing utensil.
_ Tell the students they need to take notes during the presentation.
- Show the Power Point to the students.
_ Read the sides to the students and show videos and music when it shows
up in the sides.
e. Fill out Venn diagram
_ Pass out the venn diagram worksheet to every student.
- Break the students into groups of 3-4.
_ Have them fill out the venn diagram in together in their respective groups.
_ Every student needs to fill out a venn diagram.
_ One circle in the diagram has to be a Quinceafiera and the other circles can
be any other "rite of passage" from what was discussed at the beginning of
class.
- Collect the venn diagrams at the end.
7. Closure activity (5 Minutes)
a. Have the students take out their SQAworksheets (a.k.a. KWL)
b. Individually each student must fill out the A section (what they learned)
c. Collect the SQAworksheet as the students are leaving class.
8. Evaluation / Assessment
_ Students Participated in the defining or a "rite of passage"
_ Students did the motions of the vocabulary correctly and said the vocabulary
correctly
_ Students filled out the venn diagram making logical connections and comparisons
_ Students filled out the A section of the SQAwith correct information about
Quinceafieras
9. Handouts (all handouts and materials following)
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Nombre:

--

Conexiones Y Comparaciones a Cultura: La Quinceafiera
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Quinceanera Vocabulario
= 15th girl
= QuinceaneraDress

Quinceaiiera
Vestido de Quinceanera

= QuinceaneraFlower

El Ramo

Bouquet

La Medalla = Medallion/Necklace

= Earrings

Los Aretes

EI Anillo

= Ring

(Gold)

(Gold)

(Gold)

= Bracelet (Gold)
de Firmas = Guestbook

La Esclava
Libro

EI Cojin

= KneelingPillow

Las Zapatillas de Bailarina

= HeelShoes

Las Tacones
Recuerdos

= Flat Shoes

= Favors/Keepsakes

La Ultima Muiieca = TheLastDoll
La Tiara

= Tiara/Crown
= Scepter

EI Cetro
EI Rosario

La Cruz
La Vals

Padrino
Madrina
Damas

= The

Chambelanes

= Cross

= TheWaltz

La Biblia
Pajes

= Rosary

= Bible

= FlowerGirls

= Sponsor
= Sponsor

/ Godfather
/ Godmother

7 girls of the court of honor

= The

7 boys ofthecourt

of honor

Chambelan de Honor = Honor Escort
Corte de Honor = Court of Honor
Misa

= Mass
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Nombre:

SQA: La Quinceafiera
La que Sabemas

La que Queremas saber
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La que Aprendimas

_

La Quinceafiera PowerPoint

La Historia
Aztecas

Espanoles

• The history of Quinceaiiera
dates back to the Aztecs, at
approximately 500BC

• When the Spanish conquered
the Aztecs native and catholic
traditions came together, the
age of 15 became a time of
decision for young women

• By the age of fifteen, it was
the time in their life when
they were presented to the
community as young ladies,
no longer girls

• Spanish has imposed their
religion on the Aztecs and
destroyed the Aztec religion
and lifestyle

• Fifteen year old Aztec
females were considered
women and were given all of
the responsibilities that come
along with womanhood

• The young quinceafiera was
required to make a choice: to
devote her life to the church
or to marry
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Hoy En Dra
• An enormously significant rite of passage
• The quinceafiera is a tremendous honor
• Many girls today look forward to it with pride and happiness

• Consists of two parts
• A religious ceremony
• A Reception

La Ceremonia Religiosa
• To thank God for all of the blessings the family has received
• Begins with a Misa de accion de gracias, or mass to give thanks
for a completed childhood
• Traditional Ceremony Gifts are special signs of loyalty and
commitment to God, family and the community
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Tradiciones
• La Ultima Mufieca
• Some girls enter the mass carrying a doll dressed as a
Quinceaiiera which is called their "last doll"
• Putting down the doll represents putting away
the things of childhood
Video.

• La Biblia
• given to the Quinceaiiera as a resource to keep the word of God
in her life

Tradiciones (Cont.)
• La Vals
• Waltz. Tradition also holds that the Quinceaiiera girl first dances
with her father before performing with her court

•
• La tiara
• A symbol of victory
• EI cetro
• A symbol of elegance
• Changing of the Shoes
• The Quinceaiiera girl usually wears flat shoes for the ceremony,
exchanging them for heels (which are often put on her by her
father)

•
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Tradiciones {Cont.}
•• Corte de Honor
• Court of Honor
• The court make 15 people all together including the
Quinceaiiera

• Chambelanes
7 boys

• Damas

lQue son algunos semejanza a
tradiciones de "rites of passage" en
los EEUU?

Video links within PowerPoint:
http://www.myspace.com/videolvid/42112692
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6
10 HBS18
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=dNICxYedQ48&feature=related
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Pictures Used for TPR
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Lesson Plan - 2
I. Preliminary Information
Name: Amy Renguso
Lesson Title and Topic: "[Vamos a Comer Tapas!" / Restaurants and Tapas
Subject Area: Spanish
Length of Lesson: 50 minutes

1. Student Population: Spanish II, freshmen to seniors
2. Materials and Resources Needed: Worksheets (provided by teacher), paper, and writing
utensils
3. National/State Standards (ACTFL/ ISBE) addressed:
ACTFL:
Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship
between the practices and perspectives of the culture studied
Standard 3.2: Students acquire information and recognize the distinctive
viewpoints that are only available through the foreign language and its cultures
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding of the concept of culture
through comparisons of the cultures studied and their own.
_ Standard 5.1: Students use the language both within and beyond the school
setting
ISBE:
29.E.2 Use maps, charts, digital images, graphs and other geographic
representations to describe and discuss the countries where the target language
is spoken.
28.C.2b: Decode new vocabulary using contextual clues and drawing on words
and phrases from prior lessons.
29.A.3: Demonstrate selected customs, manners and traditions in societies
associated with the target language.
4. Goals and Objectives: Students will be able to ...
_ Understand the connection between regions and Tapa type
- Create a web showing the connections
_ Make their own Tapa correctly based on the information learned in class
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II. Lesson Activities and Procedures
5. Preparation / Warm-up Activity (10 minutes)
a. The teacher will ask the students "LQUe son algunos tipos de comida se puede
comer en diferentes regiones en los EEUU?"as well as having the statement written
on the board as a visual aid.
b. Students will raise their hands to answer the questions
c. Teahcer will write students responses on the borad
d. Then based in the students' responses the teacher will ask what time of food they
are, "aperitivos, platos principales, 0 postres"
e. Ask students why they think each food belongs in which category
6. Presentation /Practice (33 minutes)
a. Explain how different food are affected by the areas it is made in and that there
are many different types of food classifications
b. Introduce Tapas to the class
- Hand out the Informacion de Tapas sheet to every student
- Use the popcorn method to have random student read each bullet point
- After all bullet points are read explain that Tapas are like American
appetizers and that people in Spain do not usually go out to eat entire meals
like lunch or dinner in the US
c. Understanding the different regions of Spain and how they affect the Tapas
- Put students in groups of two
- Hand out 'Tapas Terms,' 'Mapa de Espana,' and 'Spanish tapas regions,
influences and differences' sheets to every student
- Tell students to read the 'Spanish tapas regions, influences and differences'
sheet in their partner groups using the 'Tapas Terms,' 'Mapa de Espana,' to
help understand the article
d. Using information learned to connect terms with map and style of Tapa
- Still in pairs, have the students on a piece of scratch book paper make a
wed that describes the connection between the map of regions, Tapa terms,
and the influences they have on the different styles of Tapas
- After students have made the web in pairs have them turn to a pair of
students near them to share webs and discuss what they have written
7. Closure activity (7 minutes)

a. Have students break out of their groups
b. Check for comprehension by asking the students questions about the article and
web they designed
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c. Collect all webs
d. Explain homework
- Students must make a Tapa recipe of their own using food items they like
to represent themselves
- The recipe muct bee written in Spanish
- Along with the recipe there should be a paragraph explanation of why the
Tapa represents them in Spanish
8. Evaluation / Assessment
- Students Participated in the warm-up actvity
- Students were reading the article within
- Students created the web making logical connections
- Students completed the homework assignment making connections to ideas
covered in class
9. Handouts (all handouts and materials following)
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Informacion de Talli!S.
Las tapas son una tradici6n espanola que data de la Edad Media y que se convirtieron en el
receso obligatorio entre comidas y el plan perfecto para compartir con amigos mientras se
disfruta de un vino 0 una sangria.

* Prepare

entre cinco y seis tapas por persona. EI secreta esta en la variedad para que
todos piquen de todos los platos.
* Defina con anticipaci6n los vinos con los que va a
maridar. Escoja al menos dos.

* Si va a dar sangria, asegurese de que Ia fruta que va a
utilizar este fresca.

* Sirva las diferentes opciones en platos

0

recipientes

pequefios.

* Tenga pinchos

0

palillos ala mano.

* La sugerencia es que tenga alternativas tanto frias
como calientes.

* No olvide tener al menos una propuesta dulce para que el paladar cambie de sabores.

Information found from: http://www.cocinasemana.com/planes/articulo/tardetapas/23994
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11m as Terms
pincho: bite-size portion
tapas: snack-size portions
racion: larger portions
frito: fried
...a la plancha: grilled

Sandwich Words
canape: tiny open-faced sandwich
pulguitas: small closed baguette sandwich
montadito: baguette slice with the tapa "mounted" on top
bocadillos: baguette sandwiches, cheap and basic, a tapa on bread
flautas: sandwich made with flute-thin baguette
pepito: yet one more word for a little sandwich

Typical Tapas
aceitunas: olives
almendras: fried almonds
atun: tuna
bacalao: cod
bombas: fried meat and potatoes ball
boquerones: fresh anchovies
calamaresfritos: fried squid rings
empanadillas: pastries stuffed with meat or seafood
ensaladarusa: potato salad with lots of mayo, peas, and carrots
espinacas (con garbanzos): spinach (with garbanzo beans)
gazpacho: cold soup, made with tomato, bread, garlic, and olive oil
guiso: stew
paella: rice dish with saffron, seafood, meat, and/or chicken
pan: bread
tortillaespafiola: potato omelet
tortilla de jamott/queso: potato omelet with ham/cheese

Cured Meats LCharcuteria}
jamonserrano: cured ham
chorizo: spicy sausage
lomo: pork tenderloin
Information found from: http://www.ricksteves.com/plan/destinations/spain/tapas.htm
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Spanish tapas rel:ions. influences and differences
The origins of tapas are hugely diverse and each region takes its influences from its
different historical periods and its developing cultures.
The Pais Vasco province has both wonderful fish and seafood from the Atlantic ocean and
some of the finest cattle, sheep and dairy foods in Spain. Portions are large, as is to be
expected in a cold climate, but the cooking has a certain refinement.
Dishes cooked al chilindron. in a flavourful sauce based on the particularly good local red
peppers, and tomatoes, onions and garlic, are typical of Navarra and Aragon. Trout from
the clear mountain streams that rise in the Pyrenees are a regional favourite, especially
cooked with ham.
The food of Cataluiia is exciting and richly varied and features interesting sauces, such as
romesco and Allioli, aromatic herbs and noticeable similarities with French Mediterranean
food, such as Zarzuela, a close cousin of bouillabaise. Here is an excellent site for
information about this region and its capital.
Valencia and Murcia form one of the most densely populated and richest agricultural
areas of Europe, and exhibit distinct Moorish influences. Here there are groves of orange
and almonds, large market gardens and rice fields. The last two provide the ingredients for
authentic Paella Valenciana - the addition of fish and shellfish is a modern adaptation that
has become universally popular.
Andalucia is the land of olives, olive oil and sizzling fried foods, particularly the varied sea
and shellfish from around the long coastline.
In contrast, Extremadura is a land of tough, hardy countrymen, and simple hearty cooking
with many stew-type dishes.
The vast exposed produces Spain's most well-known cheese: Manchego, as well as many
other sheeps' milk cheeses. The area is most generally thought of as a land of roasts,
principally young lamb and suckling pigs.
Galicia and Asturias are renowned for the quality of their fish and shellfish, and is the
home of excellent Empanadas. The climate is comparatively cold and wet, so appetities
tend to be hearty and the local dishes correspondingly warming and filling. Locally
produced cider is popular for drinking and also for using in cooking.
Information found from: http://www.proper-spanish-tapas.com/tapas-regions.html
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Lesson Plan - 3
I. Preliminary Information
Name:Amy Renguso
Lesson Title and Topic: "Dia de los Muertos" / Dia de los Muertos
Subject Area: Spanish
Length of Lesson: 50 minutes

1. Student Population: Spanish III, sophomores to seniors
2. Materials and Resources Needed: Computer, overhead, internet, worksheets (provided
by teacher), paper, and writing utensils
3. National/State Standards (ACTFL/ ISBE)addressed:
ACTFL:
Standard 1.3: Students present information, concepts, and ideas to an audience
of listeners or readers on a variety of topics.
- Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship
between the practices and perspectives of the culture studied
_ Standard 3.2: Students acquire information and recognize the distinctive
viewpoints that are only available through the foreign language and its cultures
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding of the concept of culture
through comparisons of the cultures studied and their own.
_ Standard 5.1: Students use the language both within and beyond the school
setting
ISBE:
28.C.2b: Decode new vocabulary using contextual clues and drawing on words
and phrases from prior lessons.
29.A.3: Demonstrate selected customs, manners and traditions in societies
associated with the target language.
29.B.3a Identify and explain ideas and themes expressed in selected works of
art associated with target language societies using terms from the target
language.
4. Goals and Objectives: Students will be able to ...
- Understand historical context of Dia de los Muertos
Know Dia de los Muertos vocabulary and understand its significance
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Create an ofrend a

II. Lesson Activities and Procedures
5. Preparation / Warm-up Activity (10 minutes)
a. Show Youtube clip on Dia de los Muertos
b. Ask comprehension questions based on video
c. Ask students whether or not they think Mexico is the only country that celebrates
Dia de los Muertos and count the votes with tallies on the board

6. Presentation /Practice (30 minutes)
a. Teacher will break students into groups with six students
- Teacher will and out card with the numbers one through six on them and
all the ones will be in one group, the twos in another, the threes, fours, fives,
and sixes.
- These number groups will be the 'expertos' group
- Teahcer wiU hand out the 'Dia de los Muertos en Latinoamerica'
- Group one will read about Guatemala, two Peru, three Venezuela and EI
Salvador, four Ecuador, five Honduras Costa Rica y Colombia, and six
Nicaragua
- While students are reading they should be talking notes about what they
are reading
b. After student have read and taken notes students will be broken up into new
groups
- Within each group students will pick a number one thro9ught

six without

repeating
- Then new groups will be formed with a student from each 'experto' group
- The 'experto' will share information about Dia de los Muertos in the
country they read about and the others will write it down on their sheet of
paper
- This process with continue until at students have spoken and the sheet are
filled out
d. TPR Dia de los Muertos vocabulary
- The teaher will pass out a vocabulary list with Dia de los Muertos
terminology to every student.
- The teacher will use different motions to teach the vocabulary

to the

students.
- The teacher will make a motion and say the word in Spanish to indicate the
vocabulary word and the students just watch and mimic the motions.
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· _ After practicing check for comprehension but just saying the vocabulary
words and have the students do the motions.
_ After checking for comprehension the teacher should be just doing the
motions with the props and pictures while the students say the
corresponding vocabulary words out loud.
7. Closure activity (10 minutes)

a. Every student must give one fact about Dia de los Muertos in Latin America and
say one vocabulary word with the correct motion
b. Explain homework
_Students need to make their own ofrend a
_ It can either be drawn out or a 3d model
8. Evaluation / Assessment
_ Students did the motions of the vocabulary correctly and said the vocabulary
correctly
_ Students filled out the worksheet with correct information
_ Students completed the homework assignment making personal connections to
the way ofrend as are made
9. Handouts (all handouts and materials following)
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Dia de los Muertos en Latinoamerica
Guatenlala: una fiesta con flores
En Guatemala se tiene la creencia de que las animas benditas salen de los cementerios y
aparecen en algunos lugares. Muchos dejan los altares caseros con un vasa de agua, una
veladora y una fotografia del difunto. Por
ello, desde dias antes de la festividad,
muchos decoran las tumbas 0 las limpian.
Algo muy tipico en Guatemala es la flor de
muerto, de color amarillo, que solo florece en
esta epoca, ademas del cipres, utilizados para
la decoracion de las casas y lugares de
reunion donde las celebraciones privadas
entre familiares y amigos incluyen un gran
banquete.
En esta celebracion tambien aparecen algunas revelaciones y son muchos los creyentes que
aseguran tener visiones de los difuntos u oir cosas extrafias que sefialan su presencia.

Peru: agasajando a

muertos

En las zonas rurales los peruanos creen fielmente que las almas de los muertos regresan
para disfrutar de los altares que se preparan en las casas con objetos que reflejan algun
aspecto de la vida de la persona fallecida. En los altares dedicados al difunto se ubica su
foto, velasy flores que llevaran al cementerio al siguiente dia, Las ofrend as para el fallecido
incluyen comidas que el difunto disfrutaba cuando estaba con vida 0 alguna cosa con
importancia para el.
La costumbre es dejar las ofrend as durante
toda la noche, para que el difunto pueda
tener tiempo de disfrutarlas. Al siguiente dia,
se reza la comida 0 bebida que fue puesta
para el muerto y una vez que la oracion ha
sido hecha todos pueden disfrutar del
especial almuerzo. El momento mas emotivo
se da en el cementerio, donde los allegados al
difunto visitan su tumba y dejan flores en
honor a su memoria.
En las areas urbanas de Peru, el dia de los Muertos tambien es celebrado, pero un poco
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diferente y en lugar de poner las ofrend as para velarlas toda la noche, la gente simplemente
pone las ofrend as el 2 de noviembre. Al atardecer las familias van al cementerio a vi sitar a
sus muertos y dejarles flores. Esta fecha se ve con alegria y la celebracion muestra esa
felicidad en la que familiares y amigos se reunen en la casa del fallecido para recordarlo.
Durante esta pequefia reunion se acostumbra

tomar cafe, mientras

se conversa y recuerdan

cosas del difunto.

Venezuela: de visita al cementerio
En Venezuela la procesion va por dentro. Un poco
olvidada la tradicion del Dia de los Muertos, 10
venezolanos se toman esta fecha para rendir honor a
sus muertos y llevarles flores al cementerio. No hay
ritos 0 fiestas importantes, sino un tiempo para
recordar a los que se han ido en laprivacidad del hogar.
Tambien se aprovecha para limpiar y adornar las
tumbas.

EISalvador: raices de tradicion
En El Salvador el Dia de los Muertos se celebra el 2 de noviembre. Aunque en menor escala
que las grandes fiestas de otros paises, los salvadorefios siguen la tradicion de sus rakes y
recuerdan a los difuntos en este dia, pero mas q~e recordar, es un dia en el que se celebra la
vida de los que siguen aqui.

Nicaragua: durmiendo con los muertos
Los nicaragiienses se toman muy en serio esta fecha y van mucho mas alla de cualquier
ofrend a u homenaje que alguien puede hacer. El Dia de los Muertos en Nicaragua se festeja
en el cementerio y por la noche, algo que a
simple vista parece terrorifico y por 10 que
muy pocas personas en el mundo estan
dispuestas a pasar. Sin embargo los
nicaragiienses elijan esta forma para honrar
a sus difuntos: pasan una noche con ellos. Si,
es la ocasion en que los nicaragiienses van al
panteon en la noche y se duermen allado de
las tumbas de sus familiares.

Honduras, Costa Rica y Colombia:

rellgiosa

Es en Honduras, Costa Rica y Colombia donde los creyentes asisten a los cementerios para
llevar romerias de amor, es decir, ofrend as en simbolo de agradecimiento a los favores
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concedidos por los santos en favor de sus seres queridos. Es por eso que en ambos paises el
pueblo llega el 1de noviembre a los cementerios con coronas y palmas para adornar las
sepulturas y rendir homenaje a los que se fueron. Tambien se concurre a la Iglesia para
rezar por los difuntos y pedir por la salud y felicidad de los vivos.

Ecuador: un verdadero banquete
EI Dia de los Muertos es en Ecuador una verdadera fiesta. Las familias se reunen alrededor
de una comida tradicional: guaguas de pan (figuras de pan con forma de nifios],
acompanadas con la colada morada, una bebida hecha a base de maiz violeta, de moras y de
otras frutas.
Algunas comunidades indigenas celeb ran aun un antiguo rito, el encuentro con el fiel
difunto durante una comida sobre su tumba.
Segun la creencia, el muerto vuelve cada afio,
entonces hay que prepararle sus platos
preferidos. Los vivos esperan que el invitado
haya terminado de comer, antes de servirse.
Muchas veces, s610les quedan les sobras ... En
algunas regiones se le trae ademas las armas
y los objetos que le eran valiosos, 0 se le
invita tambien a jugar al Juego del Piruruy
(un juego de dados). Segun la suerte que tire,
se pueden conocer sus necesidades 0 sus
reproches. Y gracias a este dado tallado en un hueso de llama, se pueden tambien resolver
los desacuerdos ...
Information found from: http://www.viajeros.com/articulos/dia-de-los-muertos-como-secelebra-en-america-latina

Dia de los Muertos Video Clin
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kimX-rwPmyk
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Nombre:

Dia de los Muertos en Latinoamerica
Ecuador:

Honduras, Costa Rica y Colombia:

Nicaragua:

Venezuela y El Salvador:

Peru:

Guatemala:
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_

Vocabulario: Dia de los Muertos
el altar de la ofrend a - the altar of the offering
el altar de muertos - the offering prepared for the
deceased
lacalaca en papelmache

- the paper mache figure

lascalacas - the skeletal figures that represent
death
lacalavera - the skull
lacalavera de azucar - the sugar skull
lascaretas - the masks worn to scare off the spirits at the end of the celebration
lascatrinas - the skeletons, dressed like rich women, who represent death
elcementerio - the cemetery
elcempasuchil [cempazuchtl)

- the Mexican marigold

lacruz - the cross
elDia de los Muertos - the Day of the Dead
elesqueleto - the skeleton
Iamascara - the mask
lasofrendas - the offerings
el pan de los muertos - the bread of the dead
latumba - the grave

Information found from:
http://www.brighthub.com/educationllanguages/articles/49969.aspx
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Lesson Plan - 4
I. Preliminary Information
Name: Amy Renguso
Lesson Title and Topic: lQue festival Es? / La Festival de San Fermin
Subject Area: Spanish
Length of Lesson: 50 minutes

1. Student Population: Spanish III, sophomore to seniors
2. Materials and Resources Needed: Computer lab, PowerPoint, internet, worksheets
(provided by teacher), and writing utensils
3. National/State Standards (ACTFL/ ISBE) addressed:
ACTFL:
Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding ofthe relationship
between the practices and perspectives of the culture studied
Standard 3.2: Students acquire information and recognize the distinctive
viewpoints that are only available through the foreign language and its cultures
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding of the concept of culture
through comparisons of the cultures studied and their own.
ISBE:.
29.A.3: Demonstrate selected customs, manners and traditions in societies

associated with the target language.
28.A.3b Follow instructions in the target language as given in multistep
segments for assignments and activities in and out of the classroom.
4. Goals and Objectives: Students will be able to ...
- Complete webquest
- Understandthe significance of EI festival de San fermin
- Complete the venn diagram compareing anf American festival to the festival de
San fermin
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II. Lesson Activities and Procedures
5. Preparation / Warm-up Activity (10 minutes)
a. Show mystery festival PowerPoint
b. Show videos within PowerPoint
6. Presentation /Practice (35 minutes)
a. Explain Webquest to students
- Hand out webquest worksheet to every student
- Students must fill out sheet by the end of class
- Explain that the answers to the questions can be found on the website
provided on the worksheet
b. Bring students to computer lab
c. Circulate throughout the lab helping students as needed and make sure they are
on task
d. Collect worksheet five minutes before bell rings
7. Closure activity (5 minutes)
a. Ask every student as they turn in the worksheet to tell you a fact about the
festival
b. Explain homework
- Pass out venn diagram
- One circle must be about EI Festival de San Ferim
- The other circle must be a festival in the US or one the student is very
familiar with from another country
8. Evaluation / Assessment
- Students completed the webquest worksheet correctly
- Students were able to tell a fack during the closure activity
- Students completed the venn diagrammaking correct connections and
comparisons
9. Handouts (all handouts and materials following)
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Festival de San Fermin: PowerPoint

Espafia Edicion
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Canci6n

• iVamos a buscar la informacion en un WEBQUESTI
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Nombre:

WEBQUEST: ,Que es el Festival? TAREA
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_

Nombre:

WEBQUEST: ,Que es el Festival?
Usando las siguientes paginas del web en grupos de 3-4 personas busca la informaci6n
sobre el festival del PowerPoint.
a. http://spainforvisitors.com
Isections Isanfermin.htm
b. http://www.spanish-fiestas.com/spanish-festivals/pamplona-bull-running-sanfermin.htm
c. http://www.turismo.navarra.es/templates/propuestas/Desarro1l0LargoEstrella
.aspx?NRMODE=Published&NRNODEGUID=%7b51D8FD8B-71FE-4AA1-9FD4D44529F5F455%7d&NRORIGINALURL=%2fpropuestas%2fsanfermines%2fdesarrollo%2fencierro%2ehtm&NRCACHEHINT-Guest#idl
d. http://www.sanfermin.comlindex.php
I en I
e. http://www.sanfermintravelcentral.com/about-san-fermin/
f.

http://www.spanish-fiestas.com/pamplona/bull-run-map.htm

1. ;.Que el nombre del festival?
2. ;.Cuantos dias queda el festival?
3. ;.Quien es San Fermin"?
4. Da una historia breve del festival.
5. ;.En que ciudad celebra el festival?
6. i:Que son los dias del festival?
7. ;.Que son Pefias?
8. Que es Riau Riau?
9. ;.Que son las letras de la canci6n?
10. ;.D6nde empieza y termina el encierro?
11. ;.Por que se celebra la gente?
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12. LQUe es "Pobre de Mi"?
13. LQUe son las letras de "Pobre de Mi"?
14. LQUe es Txupinazo?

15. LQUe son algunas tradiciones del festival?
16. LQUe son 5 hechos interesantes?
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